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Astronomical Skeleton Clock
Completed after 12 Years of Construction, Part 1
By Mark Frank (IL)
Overview

B

orn of a happy convergence of artist and artisan,
exuberant creativity, and exquisite craftsmanship,
this machine is a work of art in which mechanics,
visual fantasy, and fun converge.

In August 2007, the NAWCC Bulletin1 published the
first article on a complex astronomical skeleton clock
commissioned by the author and being built by Buchanan
of Chelmsford, Australia.2 At that time a detailed, full-size
wood mock-up was completed, and that article covered the
proposed clock’s mechanical specifications and functions
as depicted through the mock-up. A follow-up article was
published in April 2011, marking roughly what we thought
would be the halfway point in the construction; in reality it
was only one-third.3 At that time the four movement trains
with much of the “between the plates” components were
completed. These are the basic time, celestial, quarter and
hour strike trains, the last two combined into one module.
In a two-part Watch & Clock Bulletin article published in
the January/February 2017 and March/April 2017 issues,
I began to cover the fabrication of the complications as
represented by the clock’s dial work: petite and Grande
sonnerie strike and repeat, sidereal time, equation of time,
and a third-order perpetual calendar.4
In this fourth segment, I will continue to cover what
has been accomplished since the 2017 Bulletin articles
through early 2019. These encompass the tellurion, Sun/
Moon rise and set, orrery, thermometer, planisphere and
international time dial. The project is now complete.
The mechanical portion of the clock is complete but
there are still the remaining tasks needed for final areas
of refitting, improvements, debugging, and a complete
polishing, which involves taking the entire mechanism
apart down to the last screw for bluing and parts for
polishing. As of this writing, we decided to encompass
one final and major design change: a switch from the
clock being weight driven to spring driven.
At this point one might ask, “Why is this taking so long?”
I would direct the reader to the earlier three articles for
a full explanation of the complexities and mechanical
innovations of this clock. Very briefly, we are creating
a machine that will have nearly 8,000 parts, including
about 500 wheels, four remontoire, dual Harrison
grasshopper escapements, compound and epicyclical
governor fly fans, Janvier-style slant wheel variable

Figure 1. The starting point for the tellurion. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,
COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

differentials, quarter repeating Grande and petite
sonnerie striking, and depending on how one counts,
about 71 complications.5 This will be the most complex
skeleton clock made for its size: 34″w x 34″h x 22″d.
The philosophy behind the design and its impact on
the fabrication as well as future maintenance has been
covered in the prior articles. To briefly recap: I wanted
a mechanism that had complexity, a size that would
comfortably fit within a home, and visual movement. It
is this last specification that I believe has surpassed all
others. There is always something moving to amuse the
viewer. We have also broken new engineering ground
by making the machine 99% oil free through the use
of ceramic ball bearings and, where appropriate, dry
jewel bearings. The machine is also built on a modular
design: all of the celestial complications are removable
without the need of tools. The three main trains are also
individually removable.
I have borrowed liberally from the designs of the past
masters of the horological arts: Tompion, Breguet,
Janvier, Harrison, Hahn, Robin, Schwilgué, Wagner,
Fasoldt, LeCoultre, and others. I can only hope that if
there is a “clock heaven” they are looking down at this
creation with a smile. A video demonstrating the clock
can be viewed at https://youtu.be/ojdmaUYZNR8.
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Figure 2. Buchanan’s tooth-count drawing with many of the
completed wheels. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF

Figure 3. Cutaway drawing of the central drive for the Earth-Moon
system. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

CHELMSFORD.

The Tellurion
Figure 1 shows the start for the tellurion complication.
We began with a photograph of an example of a standalone tellurian by Mathäus Hahn, 1780, in the upper
left-hand corner.6 The upper right corner has a schematic
of that mechanism. The upper center is a drawing of
our version, which has the addition of the inner planets
Mercury and Venus as well as the Earth-Moon system
found in Hahn’s piece. The lower, oversized paper is a
scale drawing, oversized to 1:5. When a formal drawing
is needed, Buchanan usually draws a large-scale size
to more clearly see how the various components are
arranged. Figure 2 shows the majority of the 39 wheels
that will be needed for this complication.
Figure 3 shows a closer view of the side elevation
depicting a cutaway view of the complex set of concentric
drives for the Earth-Moon system as well as the Moon’s
slanted node ring depicting the 5.15-degree tilt in the
Moon’s orbit compared to the Earth’s ecliptic. One can
see the advantages of having the large-scale drawing to
more clearly show the many components as compared
to the actual part. In most cases tellurions and orreries
are mounted horizontally, that is, the horizontal display
is mounted to the vertical central drive. In our clock
the tellurian is turned 90 degrees for a vertical display.
The drawing as well as the part is oriented the “wrong”
way in this figure to make it easier to understand.
Traditionally, a set of concentric tubes are used to drive
the planetary display much like the cannon pinions used
in conventional clocks to drive the minute and hour
hands. But more are needed for this application. Here we
have four tubes along with a center arbor. Notice the set
of five ball bearing rings.
Figure 4 shows the central drive upon which the entire
tellurion is mounted and rotates. It contains seven ball
nawcc.org

Figure 4. Cutaway drawing of the central drive for the Sun, Mercury,
Venus, and the rotating tellurion frame. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS
OF CHELMSFORD.

bearings. Two pairs of bearings are for the rotating frame
and support for the tellurian on the main stationary
mounting post attached to the clock and three for the
drives to the Sun, Mercury, and Venus. Many tellurions
and orreries simply employ a Sun that does not rotate, but
the Sun does have an approximate rotation of 24.47 days.
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This is approximate because the Sun is a ball of slippery
plasma and the poles actually rotate more slowly at 38 days
than the areas near the equator. The view of this drawing
is in the correct orientation, and it becomes immediately
apparent why ball bearings are necessary in this
application. Construction for such instruments in horology
before ball bearings used concentric brass tubes, resulting
in a fair amount of friction. This was possible with a typical
design where the tubes were vertical, but where they are
oriented horizontally, it compounds the friction problem,
the reason why in the past, few such complex astronomical
constructs were oriented horizontally.
Figures 5 through 10 show the design of the tellurion
frames and the final product. All of these are cut out from
the solid brass blank on a jeweler’s fret saw by hand, a
laborious process. All of the red dots in the illustrations
represent pivot jewels. The completed frame is shown
in Figures 11 and 12. One can see the double-frame
construction in the first photo. A conventional frame has
two plates; a double frame has three. Next is the completed
assembly ready for the wheels and other components.
We now begin the next complication within the tellurion.
There are two dials that will denote the sidereal and
synodic months. Figure 13 explains the differences
between the two. The sidereal month closely resembles
sidereal time displayed on the clock’s main time dial,
but substitutes the Moon for the Earth in relation to

the observation of a distant star.7 The sidereal month is
27.322 days, while the synodic month is 29.531 days, the
period we are familiar with for the Moon’s motion.
The design in Figure 14 is compiled into a CNC mill
equipped with a precision cutter to engrave the dial on
this tiny scale (Figure 15). Figure 16 shows the small
scale at which we are now working. The size of engraving
here compares to that which one finds on a watch dial;
Buchanan employs computer-aided machinery. Both
dials are shown mounted within the area that will be
below where the Earth globe will be positioned (Figure
17). The circled areas on the image show the tiny pointers
that read the information from the dials. The two tiny
gears at the center will drive the Earth.
Figure 18 shows one of a pair of Earth horizon markers.
As the Earth rotates, this one indicates where on the
Earth the Sun will rise and set. A second pair indicates
the same information for the Moon’s rise and set. Figure
19 shows the extremely small screws used to secure
the horizon markers as well as other small sector dials
located in this area. Figure 20 shows the Moon’s node
ring. This ring represents the Moon’s 5.15-degree tilt
in relation to the Earth’s ecliptic. The upper and lowest
points of the Moon’s tilted orbit are its nodes. The node
points are indicated by the triangular indicator on the
sector dial mounted to the inside of the node ring. The
ascending node, uppermost point, is located at 12 o’clock

Figure 5. Design drawing for the lower
tellurion frame. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS

Figure 6. Design drawing for the middle
tellurion frame. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS

Figure 7. Design drawing for two upper
tellurion sub-frames. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN

OF CHELMSFORD.

OF CHELMSFORD.

CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 8. Initial test plate for fitting of the
tellurion to the clock. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

Figure 9. Design drawing positioned for
transfer to the plate. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

Figure 10. The completed full frame and
sub-frame pairs. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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Figure 11. Side elevation showing the
double-frame design. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

Figure 12. The completed filigree frames
with jeweling. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 13. Sidereal and synodic months.
COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 14. The artwork for the sidereal and synodic dials. The
misspelling siderial was later corrected. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS

Figure 15. The completed dials. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, The misspelling
siderial was later corrected. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF

OF CHELMSFORD.

CHELMSFORD.

Figure 16. Diminutive size of dial and
superlative engraving. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

Figure 17. The dials installed below where
the Earth resides. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

Figure 18. A pair of sunrise and set horizon
markers. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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Figure 19. Tiny custom-made screws to
secure the markers. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

Figure 20. The node ring with eclipse
season windows at 6 and 12 o’clock. PHOTO

Figure 21. Earth globe cut from mammoth
ivory section. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF

BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

CHELMSFORD.

Figure 22. Globe continents in relief modeled on a computer.

Figure 23. Setup with X-Y scales for latitude, longitude lines. PHOTO

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 24. Close-up of the latitude, longitude
scrimshaw lines. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF
BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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and the descending node, lowest point, is at the 6 o’clock
position. The Moon’s nodes are in precession around the
Earth, orbiting once every 18.6 years as does the ring.
A smaller sector dial is seen near the 12 o’clock position
outside the node ring. This is the eclipse season window.
When a node is within the season window and the Moon
is directly between the Earth and Sun, an eclipse will
occur somewhere on the Earth’s surface. One can use
the degree scale on the season window dial along with a
movable latitude ring around the Earth to locate where
an eclipse will begin. The “E” on the season dial is the
eclipse window, the approximately eight-hour window
through which the Moon moves and that an eclipse will
be visible upon the Earth, covering about one-third of
Earth’s rotation. The same principles apply for a lunar
eclipse when the Earth is between the Moon and the Sun.
When the celestial train is in demonstration mode, one
can use the 400-year perpetual calendar and the 24-hour
world time dial in conjunction with these components to
predict where and when a solar or lunar eclipse will occur
with an accuracy of a few hours. Since the demonstration
also works in reverse, one can see when an eclipse has
last occurred. And because the calendar is perpetual
for 400 years, theoretically if one wanted to crank
the demonstration dial the many thousands of times
necessary, an 800-year period could be observed. This
is the only tellurion I know of that has these capabilities.
A video demonstration of how this works is available at
https://youtu.be/HvTJ3G5qbZ8.
We explored a number of designs for the Earth globe.
This and the Sun are the largest spheres represented in

any of the celestial displays, thus it will command special
attention. I wanted it to be immediately recognizable as
the Earth, so a natural stone analogy would not work.
There are commercially available globes made from stone
mosaic representing the land surfaces, but these need to
be much larger than our 1.5” (3 cm) diameter to get the
detail necessary. We will be using semiprecious stone
spheres for the remaining planetary bodies as well as the
Sun in both the tellurion and orrery. The current Sun and
other planets are still mock-ups.
I wanted the Earth globe to have a special antique look,
and I have always admired the look of walrus and ivory
scrimshaw artwork. Scrimshaw allows the artist to create
a very complex design on the bone surface and when
dyed with black ink or tea, creates a beautiful effect and
allows for fine detail. Since ivory importation has been
banned in many countries as well as in this machine’s
ultimate destination, we had to use an alternate material.
Walrus was the first choice, but it was too difficult to
find a piece of walrus tusk large enough to obtain the
piece we needed. One must remember that these are
natural materials and most often have cracks and other
imperfections around the perimeter radiating inward.
One needs a large cross section of material to get a perfect
area at the heart of the tusk to obtain a flawless piece. Any
imperfections would be picked up in the dying process
after the scrimshaw has been completed. Figure 21 shows
the mammoth ivory piece we used. One can see how large
it needed to be to get the perfect rough blank. Mammoth
also has a nice patina, just the look I wanted. There is
enough material left for us to use elsewhere for winding
handles. Another feature that mammoth afforded was
the ability to create land features on the globe. From the
beginning we decided against political boundaries. First,
these are simply too complicated for a globe of this size
and second, these will change throughout the life of the
machine. But we could outline the land masses as well as
add longitude and latitude lines. This material also allows
one to carve the piece in relief to illustrate the various
continental mountain ranges, another departure from the
standard smooth Earth globe found on other tellurions,
especially at this scale. Mammoth also yields easily to the
cutting tool and is not brittle, so an accurate model could
be produced. Figure 22 shows the Earth globe modeled
on the computer; a mountain range is clearly visible.
Figures 23 and 24 show the engraving process for cutting
the latitude and longitude lines. Notice the two scales
attached to the tooling used to rotate the globe and move
the cutter. This gives an accurate positioning of both the
globe and cutter in the X-Y axis for perfectly accurate
lines. The scrimshaw work outlining the land masses was
done by hand.

Figure 25. The completed globe and engraved rings. PHOTO BY
BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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The completed Earth globe (Figure 25) shows all of
the scrimshaw work and continental topography. The
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Figure 26. Completed tellurion mechanism, side elevation. PHOTO BY

Figure 27. Completed tellurion mechanism, top elevation. PHOTO BY

BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

topography must be greatly exaggerated at this scale for
one to comprehend its location. We did not inscribe all
of the latitude lines because it would have become “too
busy,” detracting from the continental outlines. Notice
the engraved detail of the longitude and latitude rings as
well as the additional moveable latitude ring controlled
by the small, knurled nut at the top used to interpolate
the position of an eclipse in conjunction with the eclipse
season dial, lower left. The two curved horizon markers
for the Sun and Moon are seen in the foreground and the
sidereal and synodic month dials below. If one looks very
carefully, there is a tiny solid gold point for the location
in the continental United States where the clock will
reside. A video demonstration of the tellurion as shown
in Figures 26 and 27 can be seen here: https://youtu.
be/9BPT1vyB8Mc.

The completed tellurion is seen in Figures 28 and 29. It
is easily removable from the mounting post as a module.
This complication has 395 parts, including 30 jeweled
pivots. Anyone who has seen tellurions made by the
famous makers Raingo, Balthazar, Berthoud, or even
Janvier will immediately recognize the superior visual
appeal of this design. This is what the maker calls the
“Buchananization” of what otherwise is a conventional
design. This is not just restricted to making fancy designs
for frames and parts, but is a unified philosophy that
extends to the entire engineering design concept of the
machine. Wheel diameters are stretched to fill in spaces,
or multiple wheels often of varying diameters are used
when visually appealing. Unusual and unique ways to
accomplish an otherwise mundane functional task are
designed and created. Examples abound throughout

Figure 28. The tellurion mounted within the clock. PHOTO BY

Figure 29. The tellurion mounted within the clock. PHOTO BY

BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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the machine, from the animal analogues to the interior
toothed sector gears, through the panoply of remontoire
and their associated complex fly governors. We often do
this for no other reason than we want to create a visual
mechanical paradise.

The Sun/Moon Rise and Set Complication
Accurately representing the motion of the Moon as it
appears in the sky in a mechanical fashion upon a dial is a
very difficult effort. The combined gravitational influence
of the Sun and Earth cause many perturbations. Together
these are known as anomalies and over time they make
the accumulated orbital positions of the Moon look more
like a toroid than a circle or ellipse (Figures 30–33). In
practice, there are five major anomalies associated with
the Moon’s orbital movement; in addition there are two
anomalies associated with the Earth’s tilt and orbit. In
theory, there are dozens but the main seven will account
for 98+% of these. The five anomalies are arranged in
their order of the greatest to least orbital perturbations.
The degree is the change in measurement from an
idealized orbit. The first five corrections will give the
degree the Moon leads or lags from the mean or average
position of the Moon in its orbit.
1. Great Anomaly: This is the effect of the
Moon’s elliptical orbit around the Earth and
has a ±6.58˚ equaling 26.322 minutes effect
every anomalistic month, which is defined
as the time between the Moon’s successive
perigees and is approximately 27.55 days.
2. Evection: This is the change in the Moon’s
ecliptic longitude. This is caused by the
gravitational pull of the Sun and Earth, which
causes the Moon to accelerate as it moves
toward and decelerate as it moves away from
the Sun. The period is 31.81 days. This is
±1.274˚ equaling 5.097 minutes.
3. Variation: The combined effect of the
Sun and Earth on the Moon’s orbit at lunar
conjunction (when the Earth, Moon, and Sun,
in that order, are in alignment) and at lunar
opposition (when the Moon, Earth, and Sun,
in that order, are in alignment). The Variation
is ±0.658˚ equaling 2.632 minutes and has a
period of half a synodic month or 14.77 days,
commonly known as a lunar month, which is
29.531 days.
4. Annual Equation: This is ±0.186˚ equaling
0.856 minutes and has the period of one
anomalistic year or 365.26 days. It is the
combined influence of the Sun and Earth on
the Moon owing to the Earth’s elliptical orbit.

nawcc.org

5. Reduction: This is ±0.214˚ equaling 0.8569
minutes and has a period of one-half the
anomalistic month or 13.77 days and is due
to the tilt of the Moon’s orbit of 5.8˚ to the
ecliptic.
However, to accurately show when the Moon will rise
and set, two additional corrections are needed: the first is
associated with the Earth and its orbit, and the second to
a very minor extent is the Sun itself.
6. Projection: Two factors are needed to
account for the Earth’s 23.5˚ tilt from the
ecliptic as well as its elliptical orbit around
the Sun. These factors are the same as those
needed to compute the equation of time. The
projection is ±2.464˚, which translates into
about ±9.857 minutes in time. It has a period
of one-half the tropical month or 13.661 days.
7. Solar Equation: This encompasses two
further, very minor anomalies associated with
the Sun.
Figures 30–33 depict the Moon’s orbit around the Earth
for one, five, ten, and sixty years, respectively. The last
illustration shows a rather thick torus around the Earth.
One can readily see why it is so difficult to accurately
describe the Moon’s orbit and therefore the rise and set
times of the Moon on a two-dimensional dial.
We will correct only for the two greatest anomalies.
These are the Great Anomaly at ±6.58˚ equaling
26.322 minutes and the Projection (which contains
two corrections) at ±2.464˚, which translates into
about ±9.857 minutes in time. So the total maximum
error involved is 36.179 minutes. All of the remaining
anomalies amount to a combined 9.442 minutes. It is
no accident that the dials on the Schwilgué and Festo
clocks are large to take advantage of this information (see
below). The combined total of all anomalies comes to
±45.621 minutes from a simple rolling Moon dial.
What has been discussed so far, however, concerns the
movement of the Moon only, an astronomical discussion.
We still need an additional correction that is far greater
in magnitude than those astronomical anomalies to get
a respectable representation of the Moon’s movement
on a dial. These are terrestrial corrections that account
for the Earth’s tilt to the ecliptic as well as its elliptical
orbit around the Sun. The cam work needed is latitudedependent, unlike the equation of time cam, which is not.
Both draw upon the same characteristics of the Earth’s
tilt and orbit, but the equation mechanism relates to the
position of the Sun when at its zenith as it relates to an
observer on the Earth compared to the local time at noon
on a clock; the horizon cams relate to when the Sun, or in
this case the Moon, appears above or disappears below
the Earth’s horizon in concert to the seasonal variations,
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hence the need to calibrate the cams for latitude. The total
difference in time is 6 hours 12 minutes from the shortest
to the longest day. Using the prior two Moon anomalies
as well as the horizon cam work, we have a total of four
corrections that will allow for one to see on the dial the
position of the Moon or Sun corresponding to what one
sees in the sky at the latitude of Chicago, IL, at 41.88˚ N.

Figure 30. The Moon’s accrued orbital anomaly: one year. COURTESY
OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 31. The Moon’s accrued orbital anomaly: five years. COURTESY
OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 32. The Moon’s accrued orbital anomaly: 10 years. COURTESY
OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 33. The Moon’s accrued orbital anomaly: 60 years. COURTESY
OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Our Moon rise and set dial is fairly small at just over 3.5"
(10 cm) in diameter, so any further corrections would be
barely noticeable at this scale. Even 36 minutes for the
two Moon anomalies will be hard to discern. This is really
more of an exercise to incorporate a classic complication
rather than important additional informational accuracy
in the dial.
Very few mechanical clocks have incorporated all nine
corrections for these anomalies to allow for an accurate
representation of the movement of the Moon. A few
examples are Jean-Baptiste Schwilgué in his famous
astronomical cathedral clock in Strasbourg, France,
built between 1838 and 1843;8 Jens Olsen, Copenhagen,
Denmark, 1945–55;9 Rasmus Sørnes, of Moss, Norway,
1958–66;10 Hans Lang, of Essen, Germany, 1982–86;11
and the multinational Festo Corporation, in Esslingen,
Germany, 1995–2001 (this employs ten corrections).12
There are surely others I have overlooked, but one
interesting item that pops out is the fact that, other than
Schwilgué’s, all are of recent design and fabrication: all
are less than 65 years old. This is probably due to the
complexity of calculations and fabrication needed to
make these corrections.
We looked to the few clocks that have these features for
guidance. Only the Sørnes and Lang clocks were produced
by a single maker (the Lang clock was not a skeleton
style), and these two are also the only clocks that are small
enough to fit into a domestic setting. The others were large,
institutionally sized clocks and were the collaboration
of many people, and the Festo was the product of a
multinational corporation. These three were the ones for
which there was some documentation of their design and
construction. The Schwilgué offered the most information,
which was found in the 1922 book by Alfred Ungerer,
the son of Schwilgué’s collaborator on the clock and
whose company was the successor to the Schwilgué firm,
L’Horloge Asronomique de la Cathédrale de Strasbourg,
as well as the abstract from that book as represented in
Some Outstanding Clocks over Seven Hundred Years
by H. Alan Lloyd.13 Other useful information was also
contained in Jens Olsen’s Clock by Otto Mortensen.
There are two main ways to mechanically represent these
anomalies—cams or differentials—or a combination of
both. We use a very special type of variable differential
invented by Antide Janvier in 1791 for his chef-d’ oeuvre
(masterpiece) clock made between 1789 and 1801 to
represent the equation of time. In my opinion it is one
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of the most beautiful yet at the same time mind-bending
mechanical contrivances seen in horology.
Lang and Sørnes used a cam stack in conjunction with
conventional differentials to translate the many difficult
calculations involved with the Moon’s complex motion
into a mechanical representation that could be displayed
on a clock dial. The Schwilgué clock was designed to show
the rise and set of the Moon as it would appear to a person
located in Strasbourg. The Festo clock also accomplishes
this along with a few additional, very fine adjustments
that are beyond the scope of this project. The Schwilgué
and Festo clocks used the Janvier variable differential
and, along with Janvier’s masterpiece, are the only three
examples I have seen using these differentials in a clock.

directly translated, when curved into a circle, creating
the topological surface of each cylindrical cam needed to
depict these mechanically. When one tries to research the
characteristics of these anomalies on the internet or other
modern sources, there is little information as to how
these orbital fluctuations are translated into a mechanical
form; only the technical characteristic is explained in
astronomical terms. We have chosen the two largest
terms, the Great Anomaly and Projection, and when
compared with the remaining four, are by far the greatest
anomalies. The other factor to consider is that the dial
diameter in Schwilgué’s clock is over 6' (nearly 2 m). So

Figure 34 depicts in graphical form the five anomalies
of the Moon’s orbit as outlined above. These can be

Figure 34. The five main anomalies represented as sine waves.

Figure 35. The initial design of Janvier slant wheel differentials.

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 36. Schematic of the Sun/Moon rise-set complication. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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all of these factors are far more consequential than in our
dial, which is only about 3.5" (10 cm). We use a pair of
slant-wheel Janvier variable differentials (Figure 35).
The complexity of this module becomes clear in Figure 36;
note the accuracy achieved. Figure 37 illustrates the layout
for the Sun/Moon rise-set dial. This is a good illustration
of one of the design principles behind this project. We
are trying to pack as much information, and by analogy,
complications, into the fewest number of dials, thus
allowing the viewer to see the beauty of the mechanics
that create the information. It would be easy, as many
past clockmakers have done, to create a dial for each
complication in an effort to “show off” the many dials that
represent each complication. The result, in my opinion, is
a cluttered look resembling the cockpit of a large jet liner,
distracting from my main objective, which is the machine.
The following information and complications can be
read from this one dial and thus add 15 complications to
the astronomical clock (see Figure 76 on page 396). We
also have the date/month of the year on the horizon cam
pack setting dial the same as the equation of time and
planisphere setting dial.
1.

Time of sunset

2. Time of sunrise

8. Hours until moonrise (we have a double
hour scale on the rotating degree scale but
stretched slightly compared to a real hour
dial, the Moon rotates in the dial in 24 hours
and 55 minutes), zero hours is at the Moon
and the hours count away from the Moon, so
the hour on the east horizon marker gives you
hours until moonrise

Figure 38. One of a pair of Janvier differentials within the
Strasbourg Cathedral clock. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN
CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

3. Visual position of the Sun in the sky
4. Visual indication of the phase of the Moon
5.

Age of the Moon

6. Angle hour of the Moon (height in the sky) in
degrees
7.

Degrees to moonset

Figure 37. Dial layout. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 39. A pair of Janvier’s differentials in his masterpiece. PHOTO
BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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Figure 41. Scale drawing for the Projection differential. COURTESY OF
BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 40. The Festo, which looks more like a machine tool than a
clock. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 42. Initial frame design for the Projection assembly. COURTESY

Figure 43. Fifty-four wheel blanks, pinions, plus miscellaneous parts.

Figure 44. Setting jewel pivots with magnification equipment. PHOTO

PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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Figure 45. The Projection differential “in the rough.” PHOTO BY

Figure 46. The spoking out process on the jeweler’s fret saw. PHOTO

BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 47. Setting and readout dials for the Great Anomaly, left, and
Projection, right. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF

Figure 48. Completed Projection differential. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,
COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

CHELMSFORD.

Figure 49. Projection and Great Anomaly in the demonstration
frame. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 50. Functional schematic for the dial components of the Sun/
Moon module. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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9. Hours since moonrise

(Figure 45). Figure 46 shows the jeweler’s saw used to
hand cut the wheel spokes.

10. Hours until moonset

Figure 47 shows the engraved setting dials for the pair of
differentials. The one on the left is numbered 0 through
26; the actually tally is 27.5, repeated twice for the Great
Anomaly. To the right is the Projection numbered 0
through 13; again, the actual tally is 13.6, repeated twice.
The repeat of the dial numbering reflects the fact that the
slant wheel moves back and forth along the stirrup, so a
full course from start to finish requires two cycles. The
dial on the right has been silvered. These dials will also
show in real time the daily progression of each anomaly.

11. Hours since moonset
12. Length of day
13. Length of night
14. Visual position of the Moon in the sky
15. Mean solar time
Now that the concepts behind this module have been
explored, let’s delve into the construction highlights.
Figure 38 shows one set of Janvier slant wheel differentials
behind the dial work of the Strasbourg Cathedral.14 Given
that this is a huge, cathedral-sized clock, it is not surprising
that these wheels are quite large at about 12" (30 cm) in
diameter. The dial upon which the Moon’s rise and set is
about 7' (2.13 m). In general, the larger the wheel, cam,
and dial work, the more accurate a reading one will get.
Janvier’s invention of this method is seen in Figure 39.15
Figures 38–40 show the only three examples I have seen
of the use of Janvier’s design in horology.
The first components to be made are the slant wheel
differentials for the Moon anomaly correction. Figure 41
is a drawing of the projection differential. It takes a while
to understand just how this works, given that there is a
wheel that looks for all intents and purposes to be unable
to function. But after some study, one comes to the “aha!”
moment. The wheel is inclined 23.5 degrees, the same
as the Earth’s tilt to the ecliptic plane. Janvier described
his device as “equation du temps par les causes qui la
produisent” (“equation of time by the causes that produce
it”).16 What better way to describe the slant wheel’s
mimicking of the Earth’s actual tilt? The mechanism
faithfully reproduces, as in nature, the discrepancy
between solar time and mean solar time, resulting from
the inclination of the Earth to the ecliptic and turning
in mean time, and transmits its movement to a wheel
inclined in the same plane as the Earth’s equator, namely
23.5 degrees. The different angular speed of these wheels
occurs as the wheel moves along the curve of the stirrup
and results in their coincidence 180 degrees apart twice
annually. Between these extremes, the angular speed of
the second wheel (output-solar time) varies ether ahead
or behind the driving wheel (input-mean solar time), just
as in nature actual solar time is ahead or behind mean
solar time throughout the year. Figure 42 illustrates the
beginning of frame design drawings for the differential.
Figures 43 through 46 show parts of the differential
fabrication beginning with the wheel blanks (Figure
43), the setting of pivot and jewel locations using a
microscope for absolute precision (Figure 44), and the
nearly completed projection differential before spoking

nawcc.org

Figure 48 shows the completed Projection differential.
The sickle-shaped part acts as both a poising weight
for the mechanism and a mount for a semicircular,
enamel nameplate identifying the differential’s anomaly
correction. Figure 49 shows the completed pair of
Projection and Great Anomaly differentials in their
temporary plastic demonstration frame. The drive input
begins on the right and flows left to the first differential
output stirrup, which then serves as the input for the
second to produce a rotation of the arbor from the
combined results of the differentials. Several videos are
available online to demonstrate how these work:
http://www.my-time-machines.net/astro_02-17.htm.
Next, we turn to the dial components. In Figure 50, we
have a completed drawing with both the Moon and Sun
gearing represented. The drive wheels all revolve around
the dial’s axis according to the input of the two anomaly
differentials. Their input is the first small red wheel at
12 o’clock (1). That wheel is fixed and moves the second
large red wheel (2), upon which is mounted a nested pair
of wheels (3, 4), which are fixed together. The larger of
the pair (3) meshes with the center wheel (5), which is
fixed. The smaller of the pair (4) meshes with wheel (6)
and then to (7) and (8). Wheel (8) delivers rotation to the
Moon globe through a pair of bevel wheels.
The rotation of the input wheel feed from the anomaly
differentials, by rotating the large red wheel upon which
the rest of the Moon mechanism is mounted, induces
rotation of the nested pair of wheels engaged with the
fixed center wheel, thus causing rotation throughout the
rest of the wheel train through to the Moon globe.
These gear ratios are generated by a web-based calculator
for a four-stage wheel set to obtain the accuracy of the
Moon’s rotation to seven decimal places. The other
thing the calculator does besides giving extraordinarily
accurate results is that it allows Buchanan to perform a
trial-and-error exercise with various numbers and tooth
counts instantly. He could try out a five stage to see how
it might look versus a four but still retaining the correct
results. It not only saves time but allows for a much
better design both mathematically as well as aesthetically.
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The Sun itself revolves around the dial once per day and
is mounted to the center green wheel (“a” in Figure 50).
That wheel drives the next four wheels (b, c, d, and e),
which then turn a pair of cams (f, f′). These cams each,
in turn, have roller follower arms that rotate upon their
edges and are attached to a set of sector gears. Those, in
turn, control the two shutters for the sunrise and sunset
horizon. Only one set of sector gears is shown, as they are
superimposed upon each other in this view.
Figure 51 is a side elevation of the dial components.
Figure 52 shows the beginnings of the dial wheel work,
with a pile of over a dozen wheel blanks. Figure 53 shows
the Moon phase rotation wheel work, also known as a
Halifax moon, in addition to the Moon rotating to show
phases. The entire assembly revolves to indicate the
Moon’s rise and set above the horizon. Figure 54 shows
the assembly installed on the rough brass plate.
The main rear frame design (Figure 55) shares many
similar characteristics to that used for the perpetual
calendar, illustrated in Figure 56, which was created five

years ago. This is another demonstration of Buchanan’s
design consistency throughout the project. It makes
the entire machine a harmonious whole despite its
complexity and diverse subassemblies. There are fewer
jeweled pivots in the current drawing because of the
unique frame design. This is the first module that
largely does away with a conventional plate and spacer
frame where the majority of wheels are suspended
between plates. Here, there will be one single plate
that will have the rotating platform output system
for the Moon suspended from the front, precluding
the use of a conventional frame, and the slant wheel
variable differentials drive this from the rear. The
jeweling is spread throughout these systems rather than
concentrated between two conventional plates.
Figure 57 shows the intricate ivy-shaped main and
secondary rear frames. Figure 58 has a view of three
different jewel configurations. The one on the far left is
an original “out-of-the-box” purchased jewel. In some
cases Buchanan has to make these a bit smaller in outside
diameter as well as altering the inside hole diameter as

Figure 52. The
beginnings of the dial
work wheel blanks. PHOTO
BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY
OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF
CHELMSFORD.

Figure 51. Side elevation of the Sun/Moon module
dial work. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 53. Moon rotation wheel work. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY

Figure 54. Moon work trial fitting on a brass blank background.

OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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illustrated on those in the center and on the right. This
same technique has been used on a few of the roller
bearings where needed. The rendering in Figure 59 is one
of a pair of sector gears for the sunrise, sunset horizon
shutters.

between mean time and the position of the Sun at noon.
The spokes represent the rays of the Sun. It’s this little
mixture of fun, whimsy, and art that is one of many
things that sets Buchanan’s creation apart from what has
been done before.

The completed horizon shutter gear is shown in Figure
60. Figures 61 and 62 are drawings for the sunrise and
sunset cams that will control the horizon shutter gears.
We continue with our whimsical ideas of including some
allusions to plants, animals, or other fanciful depictions.
The Sun has a pair of small silver ball bearings for its
eyes, and the sunrise shutter is appropriately seen rising
with its eyes just peaking over the cam rim (Figures 61
and 63). The sunset cam anticipates the coming night
with a crescent Moon and stars.

Another allegorical example is the full face of a tiny but
content, old, and wizened Sun face for the Sun dial hand
(Figure 66). The Sun ray at the 12 o’clock position is
longer than the rest and is used as a pointer to indicate
the time (Figure 67). If one looks closely at the eyes,
you can see in this photo that they are blue. Buchanan
installed tiny, threaded holes and inserted the ends
of polished, blued screws; there will be more on this
construction in the planisphere section.

Two more examples of cams with allegorical connotations
are seen in Figures 64 and 65. In Figure 64, the quarterand hour-strike snail cams look like a cross section of a
snail shell. Figure 65 shows the kidney-shaped cam for
the equation of time, which represents the difference

Another innovative idea we used to make the complex
dial look less dense was to make some of the dial surfaces
out of glass. This was easy to imagine but very difficult
to execute. This portion of the dial also contains the
rotating Moon, and this section also revolves to indicate
the Moon’s rise and set. To make things even more

Figure 55. Rear frame design for
the Sun/Moon module. COURTESY OF

Figure 56. Comparative diagram of
the calendar’s rear frame. COURTESY OF

Figure 57. Rear main frame with the smaller additional
sub-frame completed. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF

BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 58. Original jewel, left, and the
next two custom reconfigurations.

Figure 60. Completed horizon sector gear. PHOTO BY
Figure 59. Rendering of a horizon
sector drive gear. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF

CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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interesting, the surrounding areas would only allow a
glass thickness of 0.047″ (1.2 mm). This is about onehalf the thickness of standard single-strength glass,
the thinnest type commonly available. Fortunately, I
remembered that cheap picture frame glass sold in stores
has a very thin glass, and we found this to work. Cutting a
ring of about 5″ from this material would be hard enough,
but we needed it to be an open ring (Figure 68). Buchanan
used a computer-controlled mill with a diamond burr
that gave excellent results. Notice in Figure 69 that a
metal spider holding the Moon mechanism must also be
inserted into the inner rim, and an outer rim is also fitted.
The process is extremely delicate and difficult but does
lend some protection against breakage once completed.
The revolving Moon mechanism is now suspended from
the inner metal spider (Figure 70). But having the main
dial ring made from glass was simply not punishment
enough, so we decided to have the horizon shutters also
made from glass. Sourcing that glass turned out to be
a bit more difficult as such thin glass was generally not
available in a variety of colors. Many were too deep a
blue to the point that it was nearly opaque, obviating the
reason for glass. The correct color was eventually found
(Figure 71). Tiny engraved plaques and pointers are
attached to read the actual hour of sunrise and sunset.

The plaques in block letters refer to the Moon and are
read off the outer glass ring. We have followed the
convention where script lettering refers to the Sun and
block lettering denotes the Moon. Since the shutters are
made from a light blue glass, one can even read the time
of where the Sun is after it falls below the horizon.
Figure 72 shows the artwork illustration for the glass dial
ring. The three concentric sets of numbers are 1–360,
indicating the angle hour of the Moon (height in the
sky) in degrees. The other two are 1–24; the one in the
middle reading clockwise and the inner one reading
counterclockwise. We have a double-hour scale on the
rotating degree scale but stretched slightly compared
to a real hour dial, because the Moon rotates in the dial
once in 24 hours and 55 minutes. Zero hours is at the
Moon’s center, and the hours count away from the Moon,
so the hour on the east horizon marker gives you hours
until moonrise on the second number ring. The same
reasoning goes for the hours since moonrise on the inner
number ring. The west horizon marker reads the same
way for moonset.
The completed dial with the outer bezel and Moon
surround is seen in Figure 73. The typography is very
fine and yet needs to be resilient to last the life of the

Figure 61. Drawing for the sunrise
cam. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF

Figure 62. Drawing for the sunset
cam. COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF

Figure 63. Completed cam work; note the Sun’s silver
eyes. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF

CHELMSFORD.

CHELMSFORD.

CHELMSFORD.

Figure 64. Strike snail cams: a cross section
of a snail shell. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY

Figure 65. Equation of time kidney cam
with sun ray spokes. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

Figure 66. The Sun hand with what else but
the Sun’s face? PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY

OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.
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Figure 67. The Sun hand in place, now
with a set of blue eyes. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

Figure 68. Glass dial blank, left, and cut out
dial, right, 0.047" thick. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

Figure 69. The glass now lined with thin
metal bezels. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 70. Revolving Moon mechanism suspended in a glass dial.

Figure 71. Horizon shutters and time indicators. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN,

PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

machine. Fortunately, in recent years the printing of
everyday photographs on glass substrate has become
popular. This process uses laser printing with a heated
enamel ink that is very tough when cured. We later
changed the font style from italic to block for legibility
and coordination with our theme of using script for the
Sun and block lettering for the Moon indications.

would have resulted in only the upper inner ring sector
above the horizon shutters being visible, where the Sun is
residing, being open. The stars on the nighttime shutters
are sterling silver, each hand made a bit differently.

Figure 74 shows the western horizon marker for the
moonset indicator. Figure 75 shows the Moon with its
brass age ring countersunk into the sphere of ebony
wood and mammoth ivory, allowing for a Moon with a
maximum diameter fitting into the open ring structure.
It would have been easier to put the brass ring on the
outside, but then the sphere would have been smaller;
this is another example of quality without compromise.
The completed dial showing all of the components in
place is seen in Figure 76. In my opinion, what makes
this dial superb is the fact that it has many complications
within one dial and we were able to make that dial as
unobtrusive as possible to view the machinery behind
it through the use of glass. Conventional dial material
nawcc.org

One may ask why we did not substitute glass for the
enamel mean time indicator ring, resulting in an all-glass
construction. We already had this dial made; it could
have easily been substituted for glass, but after some
reflection it was decided to leave the enamel ring to
connect this dial with all of the others that had enamel
dial work. Without it, this area would have lost its
continuity with the other dial work.
The Sun/Moon complication is now ready for reassembly
(Figure 77), with the total parts count at about 550. This
is very similar to the perpetual calendar that is mounted
directly to the left on the clock. Figures 78, 79, and 80
show the assembled module. A video demonstration of
the completed complication can be seen here: https://
youtu.be/L1-rLapiTt0.
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Figure 72.
Artwork for
the moon dial.
BUCHANAN CLOCKS

Figure 73.
Completed dial
with the outer
bezel and Moon
surround. PHOTO

OF CHELMSFORD.

BY BUCHANAN,

COURTESY OF

COURTESY OF
BUCHANAN CLOCKS
OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 74. Western horizon marker for the Moon. PHOTO BY
BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 75. Countersunk age of the Moon dial ring on ebony and
ivory. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 76. The completed Sun/Moon dial representing 15 complications on one dial assembly. PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS
OF CHELMSFORD.
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In future issues of the Watch & Clock Bulletin, Parts 2
and 3 of this article will discuss the progress through
completion (Figure 81).
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Figure 80. The Sun/Moon assembly mounted on the clock.
PHOTO BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF CHELMSFORD.

Figure 81. The completed clock (unpolished in these photos)—the work of 12 years. PHOTOS BY BUCHANAN, COURTESY OF BUCHANAN CLOCKS OF
CHELMSFORD.
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